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The idea of Destiny Sessions is to make studio services mobile however the idea has 
developed rapidly when rolling it out on paper. Spin offs like a digital record label, online 
platforms and social media could help to return traffic around to Destiny Sessions and 
curate a scene. Aimed at unsigned artists with little money to spend showcase them 
online. By doing this we aim to create a platform were we can release our own music in 
time. The brand name provides two main categories of music services, one being 
interactive music-based educational games workshops and the other main one being 
composing and pop-up sound recording services.  
Destiny Sessions can be a digital platform for Welsh unsigned music, in an effort to 
nurture and curate a scene we offer an affordable solution to capturing the performance  
 
We want to capture the authenticity of performances and try to keep an  

Comparative Projects (Local) 

Description 

• Ryde Studios                            (Newport) 
 

https://www.facebook.com/rydestudios/photos_stream 
 

http://weareryde.com/studio/ 
 

Based in Newport this studio is a fully functioning recording studio because that they 
have there own premises, we use the same software but having your own premises 
allows you to upgrade your hardware. They also offer filmed performance packages 
(music videos) alongside multi-media compositions to briefs and recording services. I 
believe the two main producers behind Ryde Studios may be ex-CSM graduates and 
have years of relevant experience in successfully touring and performing in live 
bands. Their niche market is within the punk/pop rock sound of South Wales. I’m 
unsure of the studio prices but I personally have purchased a video shoot from them 
costing £250 for the video linked below. It was a massively influencing experience  
As I got to see how a small production company work from their studio at  
home. 



 

 

• Jamie Winchester          (Pen Talk Labs, Newport) 
 

https://www.facebook.com/pentalklab.winchester?fref=ts 
 

 
Based in Newport this studio is partly funded by the Newport City Council project and 
is a fully functioning recording studio with there own premises. Jamie Winchester the 
producer at Pen Talk Labs provides studio services to young people across different 
social cultures. Working as a recording studio for singer songwriters and also a 
rap/mc youth hub for dis-engaged young people in Newport area having been 
referred through the local council. The sustainability of Jamie’s model has local 
council funding advantages however his price guide of £20per hour is a competitive 
rate to my predicted rates however is not a mobile service like Destiny Sessions.  

• Owen Gurry                    (based at home, Newport) 
 

http://www.owengurry.com 
 

https://www.facebook.com/OwenGurryGuitaristComposer?pnref=lhc 
 

Owen is a freelance home based composer working mainly in films and Online 
Adverts. His re-occurring collaborations with Benjamin Wallfisch an established 
musician appears to be the successful connection between Owen and his film 
music success.  
 
 

file://localhost/(https/::www.facebook.com:BenjaminWallfischMusician ) 
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• Shabbey Road Studios           (Caerphilly) 
 

http://www.shabbeyroad.com 
 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Shabbey-Road-Studios/825791087484783 
 
Based in Caerphilly this studio is where I had my work experience, it is a fully 
functioning recording studio with there own premises. Using different software but still 
able to fully produce a band with there own recording spaces, they offer music video 
and songwriting packages alongside multi-media compositions to briefs. Shabbey 
Road has written music for the BBC2 Terry Jones and the great map mystery series. 
There success is the result of quality their recoded works, years of experience and a 
positive and friendly work ethic, and of course a professional team of musicians and 
sound engineers.  

Comparative Projects (Regional) 

• RollYourOwn Productions          (Cardiff) 
 

http://www.rollyourownproductions.tv/ - !whatwedo/c161y 
 

https://www.facebook.com/RollYourOwnProductions?fref=nf 
 

Based in Cardiff this company is very similar to Destiny Sessions only it too has its 
own premises. The services from RollYourOwn are for any musician/ songwriter and 
vary. They provide a fully professional filming crew and music performance 
equipment and a set for performances.  

 



 

 

 

• ToyBox Studios               (Ali Chant, Bristol)  
 

https://www.facebook.com/toyboxstudios?fref=nf 
 

http://www.alichant.com/www.alichant.com/Discography.html 
 

Based in Bristol this studio is also a fully functional recording studio. Ali Chant is a 
more established record producer and has produced music for big acts like Pj Harvey 
and Portishead. Attending recording workshops with Ali had influenced me massively 
and Destiny Sessions has adopted his ‘minimal’ style and approach to microphone 
placement. His success has built up over 20 years of experience and mostly comes 
about through word of mouth or a record label may notice an existing project and ask 
him to get involved with them.  

• Mark Bowie    (Bowhouse Studios, Cardiff) 
 

http://bowhousestudios.com 
 
Based at home in Cardiff Mark Bowie is the only other sound engineer offering 
‘mobile recording services.’ His website is welcoming and his mission statement is 
clear. I particularly like the way Marks website has a single column layout with all 
information including a pricelist is visible gives an upfront genuine advertisement. 

 
 

‘’a recording solution to fit any project’’ 
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Target Market & Audience  

The target markets for Destiny Sessions is any unsigned musician in the South Wales 
region with little money to spend, none or little recording experience and are looking to 
record covers or original material. We can record at the artists chosen practice space or 
at Destiny Sessions Studios. Artists & Musicians could potentially perform at a Destiny 
Sessions showcase events or even be signed to Destiny Sessions digital record label/ 
booking agent.  
 
Recorded Artists’ friends and family, their existing online fan bases, media companies, 
small businesses, the general public or any music enthusiasts could potentially come 
across Destiny Sessions through various platforms and adverts. 
 
Hypothetically Destiny Sessions could reach musicians and fan bases of any age and 
through a range of different mediums but we are aiming this service at secondary 
education and sixth form students and the digital media platform. Young people between 
11-18yrs could see Destiny Sessions services and recorded productions advertised 
through word of mouth, Youtube channel adverts, Facebook adverts, posters and flyers 
and magazines, in youth clubs, schools and colleges of local surrounding areas. Also 
working in association with Fretz. Music Publication, which is to be piloted in sixth form 
colleges this year.  
 
The younger generations are more likely to use online platforms in comparison to the 18 
– 30+ demo graph. The 18 – 30+ age groups are more likely to be more reachable via 
flyers or business cards at live music venues, locally published music and media 
magazines or newspaper adverts, online magazine and artist/ fan base blog posts, local 
relevant online media channels and word of mouth.  
 
 
 

Sound recording solutions for any project’s need 
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Potential Advertisement Outlets  (Online & Physical) 

• Facebook group pages and post shares 
• Youtube channel 
• Twitter posts 
• Reverbnation posts 
• Fretz. Publication interview/ release 
• Caerleon Times 
• Newport Pubs & Clubs (flyers & posters) 
• South Wales Argus 
• Posters in local business 
• Flyers in the town centers  
• Business cards 
• High schools via flyers/ online Facebook groups 
• Sixth Form colleges 
• Own website 

 
Nationally 
 

• Mixmag 
• Twitter 
• Youtube 
• Facebook 

Social media and web based platforms are probably the best way to reach out to the 
target market with regular posts and regular shares of content.  



 

 

Revenue & Funding 

In terms of generating revenue from the Destiny Sessions idea, an hourly rate is possibly 
the best idea for the mobile pop-up studio services. Should Destiny Sessions have its 
own recording space then by creating deals or packages for full/ half-day recording 
sessions would be an obvious selling technique. Looking at the prices of competitive 
local producers, and the target audience’s expense levels would determine exactly how 
much we charge. I think for a small business idea like Destiny Sessions and with the 
equipment I have already (mobile multi track professional home recording up to 4 inputs.) 
I would think to charge around £25 - £30per hour.  
 
Using the Destiny Sessions prototype project with Alex Heywood as an example, I 
predict that Destiny Sessions could turn around a performance of three songs in 3 
separate edited performance videos in 48 hours taking approximately 2 to 3 hours for a 
recording session. The average production/ recording session should last about 2-3 
hours costing around £75, if the artist is a good performer (meaning ‘’one a take 
success’’) then 3 performance videos should seem like a great deal.  
 
Breakdown; approximately 20 to 30 Minuit’s setting up the microphone placement. 10 -15 
minuets on sounds and level checking. Recording takes of the performance of three 
songs. (approx. 3-5min each = 20 mins to 30 recording time.)  
 
Whilst speaking to Al Steele at Shabbey Road Studios he told me he charged £40per 
hour when working at the studio, single songwriters could get 4hours for the price of 3, 
Full band recording days ranged from £250 - £300. (This is providing a professional and 
established service with a top range microphone choice.) Al at Shabbey Road also tells 
me that to keep people coming back you must be prepared to negotiate with the odd £10 
or £20 depending on the circumstances. In comparison to Al Steele at Shabbey Road 
Studios, Mark Bowie at The Bow House in Cardiff (previously mentioned in comparative 
projects) charges £100 a day recording at home. I think this is a more relevant price 
range that Destiny Sessions could adopt should we have our own premises. Destiny 
Sessions would have to consider the use of another team member on the mobile 
recording packages. Setting an hourly rate is only good for single workers. After some 
work experience using the Destiny Sessions ideas I think I would need another person to 
get the best out of both areas, Sound Recording & Filming. For example, I would 
personally set up all microphones and attend to the recording process and Alex Heywood 
would take control of the two stationary cameras and one handheld. We would aim to get 
the edited video and recording back to the customer and up loaded online within 
48hours.  
 
 



 

 

If we were to set this idea up as a business then we would really have to look at our 
economic model to ensure we were not undercutting ourselves. I would have to research 
more into what is reasonable to ask in relevance to the product and service. It would be 
arrogant to think there is a lot of money to be made in this field and Destiny Sessions is 
more about curating a scene with self ownership, showcasing some good unsigned 
talent, whilst also releasing our own music casually. This is why we are looking into 
creating a digital record label for the music we produce and an event to showcase. If we 
had around 5 or 6 resident performers at Destiny Sessions we could generate custom 
and fan base at the same time.  
 
For us to be able to keep our audience interested we should look at making our website 
SEO – ‘’search engine friendly’’.   
 
 
You can see the show reel of Destiny Sessions content links in the other Project 
Proposal document however here is a link to a montage of the same performances.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHHXUevtMV0 



 

 

Relevant Links 

This is a great link with a PDF document from the Association of Independent Music 
explaining how to go about setting up your own indie label. (AIM) 
 

http://www.musicindie.com/resources/document-library 



 

 

This link was found through Google searching small business start up funding. It is a list 
of 6 potential grants and loan applications for small business start-ups.  
  

http://gov.wales/funding/grants/business/?lang=en 

Here is some advice and applications for grants to start your own business from 
GOV.UK 

https://www.gov.uk/starting-up-a-business/get-funding 

Here is some advice and applications for grants to start your own business from PRS 
music foundation. 
 

http://www.prsformusicfoundation.com/Funding/Useful-links 

Here is some advice and applications for grants to start your own business from 
musicians union. 
 
http://www.musiciansunion.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Funding-orgs-and-useful-

links.pdf 

Here is some advice and applications for grants to start your own business from British 
Council. 
 

http://music.britishcouncil.org/resources/uk-music-funding-and-support 

Relevant Links 

Funding and grants for small business start-ups appear to be of large measure providing 
you have the right credentials and business plan research. By using online search 
engines, here are some useful links  



 

 

Relevant Work Experience 

I was lucky to secure two placements of work experience both relative to the Destiny 
Sessions idea. One was with the Creative Therapies course based in Caerleon Campus 
& and the other was with Shabbey Road studios based in Caerphilly South Wales.   
 

Creative Sound Therapies Course Work Experience 

On Thursday 19th March I introduced myself and went to find out what the students 
required from my skills or services. To pass a module on their course the students are 
required to record some original compositions. Having none or very little experience in 
recording live instruments this is where I would come in and assist. The student’s work 
would be marked on the quality of sound. Their course is based in the old university 
studios so I suggested to open up the space for a day or so and run it like a 'drop in 
recording service on Friday 27th March. A number of students had been interested, 
here’s some of the works 
 

Tania 
 
Tania had a dance track for which she wanted to record a few clean acapella 
stems. Using a Rode Nt1-a, A Korg USB interface and Cubase software we layered 
up her vocals with ad-libs and quickly mixed it down. I also used some basic vocal 
compression, I gave her a folder of the particular  ‘stems’ or single recorded takes 
that she took away with her. I asked if she was happy with the work she said yes! :) 
 
I also gave her some advice on how to render .wav files instead of mp3s 
when sending acapellas to producers for quality. This is what we recorded... 
 

https://soundcloud.com/anthony-fitz-2/fly-away-tania-uni-recording 
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Vita 

 
“Vita had written a indian ragu influenced piece with a repetitive drone bass 
melody and improvised lead with her native instrument the Kankles. I recorded the 
piano with one Rode M5 and the Rode Nt1-a. I then added some compression and 
mixed down the two instruments. I would have used the 2 M5 pencil microphones 
but i only had one working mic stand so by working with what we had we recorded 
her 11minuit piece of music, mixed it down with some compression aEq and 
reverb and gave her a folder of recorded stems and the mixdown. 

 



 

 

 
Laura 

 
Laura M-Evans had written a song using her guitar and had never recorded herself 
play or sing before. I set up the Rode Nt1-a for her vocals and placed the M5 pencil 
mic at the guitar. Whilst setting up she was interested in the mic placement and 
software so we discussed some preferred methods and the importance of mic 
choice & placement for quality recordings. We recorded this… 
 

https://soundcloud.com/anthony-fitz-2/help-me-laura-m-evans-uni-recordings 
 

Laura & Jenny 
 

Laura and Jenny had written a collaboration song on the piano. The idea was to 
get the best possible recording we could of an ensemble piece. Using the Rode Nt-
1a for Jenny main vocals and the piano had 2 Rode M5 microphones picking up 
the piano and Lauras harmony vocals. This is what we recorded… 
 

https://soundcloud.com/anthony-fitz-2/laura-jenny-3-u 

Conclusions: 

I completed the work experience for the Creative Therapies Course over three separate 
days. I used my own equipment and gained some good experience in dealing with 
setting up a number of separate projects in one day. I decided to open up the studio the 
first two days as drop-ins and this proved difficult given that there was high interest in the 
recording service and students with other plans. 
 
To improve the fluidity of a busy day like this I learnt that I should have created more of a 
structure, maybe find out before hand how many students would like help and in that day 
assign a couple of hours to each project. The last day was only one persons project so 
schedule is something to think about when trying to see number of clients on one day. 
From the feedback from the students and the tutor at Creative Therapies I believe I have 
given them what they were asking for and to a good standard, I really enjoyed this work 
and it gave me some scope as to what working Destiny Sessions would be like.  
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Shabbey Road Studios Work Experience 

 
I see your running a valve desk as well as a digital Yamaha hybrid desk there, how 
do you compare using Cakewalk Sonar to the likes of Pro Tools or Cubase and 
Logic? ” 
 
Sonar contacted him after they came across a piece of music produced in 
Shabbey Road. The music also credited the software. Sonar caught wind of this 
and contacted him offering the sponsorship.” 
 
Al explained that the valve desk has brought the studio its warm and authentic sound. 
We discussed the differences between digital and analogue equipment. I asked about 
how the digital Yamaha mixer performed in regards to a live recording studio setting as 
compared to a larger 30+ channel desk. I too have looked at this yamaha desk to add to 
my home studio. Its smart, compact and has 16 channels but 32 outputs so perfect for 
getting the most out of a small space. 

 
 
I attended a days work experience session at Shabbey Road Studios. Based in 
Caerphilly South Wales the studio provides a range of professional musical services from 
song writing & recording sessions, full day multi-track recording sessions, song & track/ 
artist development, multimedia music and the staff there are also available for hire as 
professional session musicians.  
 
When meeting Al Steele the producer and musical director at Shabbey Road, he instantly 
made me feel welcome. We introduced ourselves whilst rearranging the piano in the 
main recording room a good physical activity got us chatting. Booked in from 11-3pm 
was a singer songwriter however; the artist had cancelled around midday so by this time 
our conversations about our music interests were flowing. It was a relaxed atmosphere, I 
never approached it like an interview but I was able to ask him a couple of questions I 
had pre meditated earlier in relations to my Destiny Sessions project and general 
professional studio practice. 
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I asked Al about his pricing as mentioned earlier in Revenue & Funding. We talked about 
how he had effectively 64 channels even though they were only 32 fader channels and 
how the cost of running the place is factored into his pricing. He had built his collection of 
equipment up over years but did go into partnership with another person as he owned 
the massive wall monitors and Al owned the mixing desks and various equipment. 
 
There were no one else booked in on that day so Al and I spent the rest of the afternoon 
conversing whilst looking over a project he was preparing for a Disney recording. He had 
written some midi files in preparation for a live recording session of strings that was to be 
entered by request of a Disney project. Shabbey Road use similar techniques to what we 
have learnt in Advanced Production Techniques and the analogue desk gives a signature 
sound to the works from the studio.  

Over all I had a real nice time at Shabbey Road, there is a warm homely feel about the 
place and staffs are real friendly. Instead of practical work experience I got a real insight 
into the way the business looks and runs. Hypothetically speaking to run Destiny 
Sessions in a base would be ideal. I have been invited to go again sometime all I have to 
do is email and arrange a date. I am thinking about buying a few hours recording time 
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